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Abstract  
A generic nonlinear optimal control problem with a 
Bolza cost functional is discretized by a Legendre pseu- 
dospectral method. According to  the covector m a p  
ping theorem, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker multipliers of 
the discrete problem map linearly to  the spectrally dis- 
cretized covectors of the Bolza problem. Using this re- 
sult, it  is shown that the nonlinear programming proh  
lem converges to the continuous Bolza problem at a 
spectral rate assuming regularity of appropriate func- 
tions. 
1 Introduction 
In Ref.[l], Elnagar et a1 demonstrated that the Legen- 
dre pseudospectral method could be effectively used to 
discretize a Bolza problem to a nonlinear programming 
(NLP) problem. Further, they showed that quite accu- 
rate results were possible for low orders of discretiza- 
tion. Inspired by this work, we presented the symmet- 
ric covector mapping theorem in [Z] and extended it 
for state-constrained optimal control problems in [3]. 
According to  this theorem, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 
(KKT) multipliers map linearly to the spectrally dis- 
cretized covectors associated with the optimality condi- 
tions of the Bolza problem. This suggests that the NLP 
indeed converges to the original Bolza problem. More 
precisely, we prove that the NLP converges to the opti- 
mal control problem at a spectral rate. Spectral conver- 
gence means that the rate of convergence for the N t h  
order approximation is O ( a N ) ,  0 < a < 1, for analytic 
functions and O(N-") for every rn for C" functions 
141. This is in sharp contrast to convergence problems 
typically encountered in traditional collocation meth- 
ods like the Hermite-Simpson [5] and Runge Kutta [6] 
methods. In these methods, when the KKT multipliers 
are viewed as approximations to the costates, they are 
typically less accurate than the approximated states 
and controls although the accuracy can be maintained 
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for a class of Runge-Kutta methods [SI. In the Legen- 
dre pseudospectral method, we are limited only by the 
smoothness imposed by the problem formulation. 
2 Primal-Dual P r o b l e m  Formulations 
P r o b l e m  B: Determine the trajectory-control 
pair, [-1,1] 3 i H {z E R",u E R"} that minimizes 
the Bolza cost functional, 
1 
J[4.),4.)1 = M(z(1)) + J -%(%u(t))dt (1) 
-1 
w = f(z(t)u(t)) ,  (2) 
@(z(-l),*(l)) = 0 (3) 
It is assumed the functions M : R" 4 R, F : R" x 
W" + R, f : R" x R"' + R", @ :E x R" - RP, are 
continuously differentiable with respect to their argu- 
ments. 
Problem BA: Determine the triple, [-1,1] 3 
i H {z E R", U E R" X E R") that satisfies 
a31 X = -- 
83: (4) 
( 5 )  
X(1) = - "* + ( x ) T v  (6) az(+l) az(+l) 
in addition to Eqs.(2)-(3). Here, 31 is the Hamiltonian 
defined in the usual manner, '"(z,X,u) = XTf + F 
and v is the multiplier associated with the end point 
condition, Eq.(3). Note that we also assume that the 
controls are implicitly given by 
- 0  m _  aU (7) 
Hence Eqs.(4)-(6) remain unchanged for the Hamilt- 
nian obtained by eliminating the controls in X. 
3 The Approximation Method 
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tral approximation of Eqs.(l)-(3), the Legendre-Gauss 
Lobatto (LGL) points, tl, 1 = 0 , .  . . N are used. These 
points are given by t o  = -1, t N  = 1, and for 
1 5 1 5 N - 1, t l  are the zeros of L N ,  the derivative of 
the Legendre polynomial, LN. In the first step of this 
method, the continuous variables are approximated by 




4) N ( t )  = C Z l d d t )  





where, Z( := zN(tl),ul := uN(t,) ,  are the unknown 
coefficients, and for 1 = 0 , 1 , .  . . , N 
are the Lagrange polynomials of order N. To express 
the derivative j .N( t )  in terms of zN( t )  at the node 
points t k ,  Eq. (E) is differentiated and the result is 
evaluated at t k  to obtain a matrix multiplication of the 
following form: 
N 
(10) d - . N  k = Z ( t k )  = 1 DkPi  
where Dkl are entries of the ( N  + 1) x ( N  + 1) differ- 
entiation matrix D; see Ref. 171. This facilitates the 
approximation of the state dynamics to the following 
algebraic equations 
I=O 
f ( z k ,  ut) - dk = 0,  k = 0 , .  . . , N  
Next, the integral in Eq. (1) is discretized using the 
Gauss-Lobatto integration rule, 
N 
J N [ X N , U N ]  % M ( Z N ) + C F ( Z k , U k ) W k  (11) 
k=O 
where X N  = [zo,zi ,..., =NIT, U N  = 
[a0,u1 ,..., U N ] ~  and wk are the LGL weights. 
The boundary conditions readily simplify to 
Q ( Z O , Z N )  = 0. Thus, Problem B is discretized 
by the following nonlinear programming problem: 
Problem BN: Find the (N + l ) (n + m) vector 
[ X N , U N J T  that minimizes 
N 




f ( Z k , U k )  - C D k l Z l  = 0 ,  k = 0, .  . . , N  (13) 
1=0 
d ' ( Z 0 , Z N )  = 0 (14) 
The adjoint equations (4)-(6) can also be discretized in 
the same manner as the primal system. The costate is 
approximated by the Nth  degree polynomial: 
N 
X ( t )  = = Aldl(t)  (15) 
1=0 
where Xi := X N ( t , ) .  The discretized Hamiltonian is 
expressed as 
H f  = H " ( z ; , u ; , X ; )  = Xrf(z;,ui) +F(z; ,u , )  (16) 
Thus, discretization of Problem BA is given by [3] 
Problem BAN: Find the coefficients 
{zk}, {Uk}, {Xk} ,  and Y that satisfy the follow- 
ing nonlinear algebraic relations for k = 0,. . . , N : 
4 The Main Theorem 
In Ref. [3] it has been shown that 
Theorem 4.1 Let {z,,ui, u , X ~ } ~  be a solution to 
Problem BAN.  T h e n , { x ; , ~ ; } ~  is a KKTpoint to Pmb- 
lem BN with K K T  multipliers { Y , W ; X ; } ~ .  
This is the symmetric covector mapping theorem; in 
this paper, we show the convergence of the approxima- 
tions, To show this, we consider the Sobolev space 
Hm(-1, 1) which consists of the vector-valued func- 
tions on [-1,1] whose j t h  derivative 0 5 j 5 m belongs 
to LZ(-l , l) .  
Theorem 4.2 Assume the state and costate variables 
belong to the space Hm(- l , l ) .  Also, assume that the 
gradients of the Hamiltonians with respect to the states 
and costates belong to the space H"-'(-l , l) .  Then, 
Problems BN and BAN appmximate Pmblems B and 
@ to spectral accuracy so that { Y , X , } ~  converge to 
the covectors U, X ( t )  at the rate ofO(N-"). 
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4.1 Proof of the Theorem 
The proof of the theorem follows quite directly from 
standard results in spectral methodsj71 and the sym- 
metric covector mapping theorem. Essentially, we 
prove that the boundary value problem (EVP), P r o h  
lem BAN converges to Problem BA and hence from The- 
orem 4.1 it follows that Problem BN converges to Prob- 
lem B. 
In the Legendre pseudospectral method, the interpo- 
lating polynomial INY of a function y on [-1,1] is an 
element of P N ,  the space of N t h  degree polynomials. I t  
is easily seen that the interpolant INY  is the projection 
of y upon PN with respect to the discrete inner-product 
points and wj’s are the LGL weights [7]. The basic idea 
of the convergence proof relies on the following inter- 
polation estimates [7]: 
< y , u  >N= C j = a y ( t j ) u ( t j ) ~ j ,  N Wheretj’saretheLGL 
Theorem 4.3 For y E ““-1, l), and 0 5 15 m the 
following estimate holds: 
l/?llH-(-1,1) 
I I Y  - INY/IHL(-I,~) < - CN1/2N2l--m 
Here and in the remainder of this paper, we use C as 
generic constants (not all the same) independent of N. 
A particular case of the last inequality is the following 
estimate of the error between the exact and Legendre 
collocation differentiation: 
ilY’(t) - (1NY)’(t)llL2(-l,l) < - CN5/2-”IIYIIH-(-1,1) 
(23) 
Now, let y(t) be the exact solution to the BVP 
Y = d Y ) >  U(Y(-l),Y(l)) = 0 (24) 
where g : R’ + R’ and U : R‘ x R‘ + R’. From the a h  
stract framework presented in Ref. [7] (Sec. 10.4), one 
has the following convergence estimate for the discrete 
pseudospectral solutions, y N :  
where, e = yN - INY and E is the state space. For our 
uniform equivalence of the discrete and the continuous 
Lz norms, all of the error estimates described above 
hold if the L2 norms of the errors are replaced hy the 
discrete ones at the interpolation points. Thus, from 
Theorem 4.3, it is apparent that we have the following 
result for E = Hm(-l, 1 )  : 
problem, y = [i, A] T and g = [s, -ElT. From the 
(llY/lH’rL(-l,l) 
h ~ Y N ~ ~ H z ( - l , l )  < - CN‘/2N2‘-m 
+ llgllH.*-~(-w) ( 2 6 )  
A particular case of this estimate is the L2-norm error 
between the pseudospectral solution and the exact so- 
lution: this error goes to zero at  a spectral rate under 
the stated assumptions on regularity of y and g. QED. 
It is useful to  note that the convergence properties of 
pseudospectral methods are quite good even for discon- 
tinuous functions as noted in 171. Numerical evidence 
(see Refs.[l]-[3]) supports this observation for optimal 
control problems as well. 
Note that we inherit the convergence properties from 
the smoothness of the relevant functions (controls, 
states and costates) and the associated maps (i.e. f 
and E). Thus, for any given problem, if one can as- 
certain the precise class of the functions that define 
the problem, the convergence of the pseudospectral dis- 
cretization can be determined by this theorem. 
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